
The Best Digital Asset Manager on the Market

Developed over decades, ACDSee Photo Studio Standard 2018 stands up to the demands of modern image 
processing. Photo Studio Standard 2018 continues to offer trusted, efficiency-driven digital asset management 
tools paired with photo editing essentials for the practical amateur. With productivity-based improvements, such 
as mobile syncing, streamlined importing, improved facilities for keywording and categorizing, and much more, 
Photo Studio Standard provides all of the fundamental elements you need for your photography workflow.   

Effortless Digital Asset Management
Finding, sorting, moving, organizing, and sharing—everything you need for complete mastery 
over your photography workflow is right here, at your fingertips. Add ratings, hierarchical 
keywords, categories, and location data to your images. Quickly identify photos for further 
processing with visual tags or customizable color labels.

Intelligent & Advanced Adjustments 

Strike the perfect light and color balance in your images. Control white and color balance, tint, 
saturation, hue, and lightness with mathematical precision.  Intuitive lighting adjustment tools 
allow you to effortlessly adjust exposure and contrast with our patented Light EQ™ 
technology. Manipulate shadows, midtones, and highlights for picture-perfect lighting.

Trigger App-y 

With ACDSee Mobile Sync, you can wirelessly and instantly send photos and videos directly 
to ACDSee Photo Studio from your mobile device! Just select and send. Available on iPhone 
and Android, the ACDSee Mobile Sync app keeps track of which photos have been sent, so 
you don't have to. Zoom through your process with flexible selection options and 
configurable filenames and subfolders. 
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Keep it Quiet
Dynamic noise reduction designed to preserve detail makes it possible to define the type 
of grainy noise artefacts to remove. Set the luminance and color variation, the type of noise 
to remove, and the level of detail to conserve.
 

Gradients

Apply a radial or linear gradient to gradually progress outward from a center point or subtly 
across your photo.

You’ve Been Framed!

Add a border, vignette, or text to your favorite photos. Customize the color, texture, and 
thickness to suit your shot. Blur or raise the edges, and add a drop shadow to perfectly 
complement the mood of your photo.

Effortless Overhaul

Reduce red eye, rotate, flip, crop, resize, and repair for full control over your finished 
product.

Direct the Eye

Use the Blur tool as a creative effect or noise reduction technique. Choose from a variety of 
blur styles — even achieve a bokeh effect.


